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"I

HAVE ANNOUNCED THAT I AM
PRESITHE INDEPENDENT WRITE-I- N
DENT OF THE UNITED STATES . . .
IN EXILE.

WE ARE GOING TO RENT AN OFFICE
IN WASHINGTON,
PAINT IT BLACK
AND CALL IT THE BLACK HOUSE."

Dick Gregory at the Conference on
White Racism

A COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER

PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
Volume LXXXV

Wooster, Ohio, Friday, November 15, 1968
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The Ad Hoc Committee on
Open Houses appointed by the
President has met for five
rather lengthy discussion periods. Our task was to examine
the open-houspolicy which
has been in effect the past several years and to make recommendation as to continuance or revision.
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UNION, bearing a new golden label, sheltered
the largest Parents' Day crowd ever from November's first
snow last weekend (as predicted). It was also the scene of
the second bomb scare of the year Saturday night (see story
THE STUDENT

page 3).

CCA Presents Wil more
Aoii MM Oil
On

we

We were frank at the outset to
acknowledge that the problem centered around the issue of the closed
versus the open door. The actual
situation for some years has been
that doors have been closed desthe

assumption that they
should be open. Therefore, the
Committee was faced with whether
or not it should recommend perpetuation of a policy which so far
had failed of enforcement or
whether it could develop satisfactory and enforceable alternatives.
It is difficult to recapture in a
report the intensive questioning
and
the weighing of one factor against another,
the searching for answers which

pite

cross-questionin-

g,

As a coordinating and counsel
ing agency of the General Assem
bly, the Commission seeks to coordinate, advise and make more
effective all policies and activities
relevant to racial integration. It
maintains liaison with the national
Monday and Tuesday. Monday civil rights organizations and
afternoon he will meet with stu- works closely with the National
Following the lead of the Educainterfaith
Churches
Council
and
of
LC
3
119
in
dents from
p.m.
tional Policy Committee, and the
and with the faculty Committee on groups.
procedure of the classroom disNegro Education at 4 p.m. in the
Dr. Wilmore was assistant pro cussion day held last month, the
Faculty Lounge LC. Monday eve- fessor of Social Ethics at Pitts- student government commitee on
ning at 8 p.m. he will lecture in burgh Seminary from 1960-63- .
Educational Affairs met last ThursHall.
Mateer Lecture
Prior to becoming a faculty mem- day to receive suggestions of
Dr. Wilmore became on Sept. 1, ber at Pittsburgh Seminary, Dr. change from students and faculty
1963 the executive director of the Wilmore was associate secretary members.
Commission on Religion and Race, of the Department of Social Edu
The classroom discussion day
authorized by the United Presby- cation and Action of the United had articulated a hope for the
terian Church, USA.
Presbyterian Board of Christian college's change from a place
The commission was authorized Education. He is the author of where students are doing tasks
in May 1963 by the United Presby- "The Secular Relevance of the to a place where they are thinking,
terian Church's General Assembly, Church" and editor of the West- discussing thoughts and interested
highest ruling body of the 3.3 mil- minster Press series "Christian in things of thought.
lion member communion. Half a Perspectives on Social Problems."
The meeting last week was an
million dollars for the commis- He is a frequent contributor of ar- attempt to find a philosophy of
sion's use was provided by the ticles to secular and religious peri- education from which, according
church's Board of Christian Edu- odicals.
to a sheet distributed at the meet
cation, Board of National Missions,
Commission on Ecumenical Mis- CONFERENCE REACTIONS
sion and Relations, and the Presbyterian Foundation.
The Commission on Religion
and Race is the focal point for an
intensified effort by United Presby(Editor's Note: Last weekend 15 ference of college students can in
terians to aid in achieving justice Wooster students attended Ohio three days achieve anything that
and understanding between people
Wesleyan's "Conference on White will have a lasting and significant
of different races.
Racism." Percy Sutton, Dick Greg- effect. The Ohio Wesleyan confer
ory and Clarence Rivers were the ence appeared to be just another
name speakers and resource peo- "run of the mill" conference. Good
ple. There tvere a number of films intentions were undoubtedly presincluding Robert Stoddard's "No- ent, but good intentions do not
'
amplifier,,
be
turn-tablMuch To Do" shown at produce results. Most of the parthing
e
and
A
longing to Zeitgeist and valued at Wooster, Sunday. There was a pre- ticipants returned to their schools
over $700 were reported stolen sentation of the play "In White to continue the impotent process
Sunday from the Church House. America" and a Jazz Folk Mass of "education," once again tabling
Zeitgeist secretary Julie Osborn under the direction of Rivers this country's most urgent need for
stated that the loss of the sound closed the conference Sunday real education.
Dick Gregory, during a four
equipment, unless covered by morning. The following are the reChurch House insurance, added to actions of some of the students who hour address told 2,000 listeners
that our generation has been lied
the problem of a previously broken attended the conference.)
White racism is a hard subject to. The "old fools", all Americans
refrigerator, will force the selfclose
confront in a weekend confer- over 30, lied, to avoid the probhouse
coffee
to
to
supporting
indefinitely. She predicted that the ence. And the Ohio Wesleyan con- lems they did not want to face in
n
would ference bore this out all too well. the burning city ghettos. Now, the
only way it could
be to solicit funds in the same The various workshops could not old fools, and Gregory included
manner used when the coffee house help but consist of vague rantings himself, have left students a legacy.
and never focused in on the real They bequeath to us the problem
first opened.
An already broken lock on the issue of racism that permeates the of racism and ask us to be as
society of our na- aware of the signs of that as we
door allowed easy entrance to the
Hope
of
campus
tion.
coffee
gaining further un- are of cancer symptoms, and know
basement
house, but
police believe that the theft was derstanding and enlightenment of the deadly consequences of both.
Gregory extended the meaning
not a prank because nothing the problem proved to be illusory.
It is dubious whether a pre- of racism to include relations with
else in the room was disturbed and
dominantly white middle-clas- s
the money bag was untouched.
con other minority groups, such as the

Dr. Gayraud S. Wilmore
Jr. comes to Wooster Sunday
as the second of the CCA's
lecturers. He will preach at
Westminster Church Sunday
and will give Chapel talks

would serve the needs of one portion of the community without infringing on the rights of others,
which characterized the deliberations of the Committee. One point
we should like to emphasize before
setting forth our conclusions is
that at no time was there a sharp
polarity of views. Rather what we
found was that the longer we talked the more clear was the consensus that the problem was intricate and complex and with a potential for affecting the very nature of the Wooster community.
We, therefore, submit the following conclusions:
1. That the College of Wooster
should continue to program its social structure on the assumption
that support should be given to
those who choose to follow the
Christian sex ethic. We endorse the
present statement in THE SCOT'S
KEY which states that the College
does not condone premarital sexual
intercourse. We endorse the current program of sex seminars and
urge that means be found to repeat
the series more frequently and that
(Continued on Page 7)
--

EAC Search For Principles

Focuses

1--

On Present Program

re-ope-

white-oriente-

d

Policy Effective
Beginning Monday
Early in this college year
Dr. Drushal appointed an Ad
Hoc Committee on Open
House Policy. The recommendations of the committee
have been approved by the
President of the College as the
policy for this academic year.
For your information a copy of
the full report follows. It is being
sent to each student, faculty member, and administrative officer of
the College. Please read the full
report. As the policy operates during the balance of this year, the
committee (listed at the conclusion
of the report) will welcome your
personal comments and particularly evaluations you may wish
to convey to any member of the
group. The committee has agreed
to serve an evaluating function,
presenting their recommendations
for next year to the President on
May 1,1969.
In conveying his approval, Dr.
Drushal said, 'The report is the
result of a great deal of discussion
and suggests both the confidence
in students and their willingness
to act responsibty both individually and as groups."
Requests for open houses under
the policy now in effect will be received in the Dean of Women's
Office beginning Monday, Nov. 18.
Dean Riggs

ing by student members Bonnie
Enke and Dick.Vodra of the
Educational Policy
Committee, "we (can) arrive at
a realistic set of principles around
which we can draw a program."
The I.S. program was first discussed with disapproval voiced at
the
rigidity of the
present structures in many departments being not so much a learning experience as a development of
skills useful in graduate school.
By
Ideas brought up included having
an optional junior I.S. with senior
The second presentation of
I.S. being entirely unstructured,
the Student Concert Series will
making the senior program optional, and expanding the "399" pro- bring to Wooster the intergram to more of an I.S. venture. nationally acclaimed bass-bariton- e
faculty--

comprised

self-defeati-

ng

Concert, Seminar

Bass Coafvright

(Continued on Page 6)

White Racists Look Inward

Equipment Theft
Closes Zeitgeist

Covering Letter

Indians, Puerto Ricans and Jews.
Gregory said, "No more bills. We
blacks don't want any more bills.
If you start treating the Indians
and Puerto Ricans fairly, maybe
then we can trust you.
Why should black people trust
white people who tell them that
more education is what they need
and those same white people are
running a war to help millions
with no education have better

And why should black
people trust white people who are
sitting behind the desks of the
CIA, the FBI, the Army and the
National Guard and tell blacks,
who aren't sitting at any desks,
to be
asked Gregory.

lives?

non-violent-

,"

During the workshops at the
conference, it could be noted
that Wooster has no monopoly on
ignorant, uninformed,
naive
middle class white students. The
gap between what the black stu
dents were saying and what the
white students were saying was too
large to be bridged in a brief 45
minute discussion. Black students
(Continued on Page 8)

McHenry Boatwright.
This recital is scheduled to
take place in Memorial Chapel
on Thursday evening, Nov. 21,
at 8:15.
Mr. Boatwright has won four
international vocal competition'
events, sung for the President of
the United States, appeared on the
Ed Sullivan Show, NBC's Today,
the Mike Douglas Show, and has
appeared as a soloist with virtually every major symphony orchestra in the country. He has also
become recognized as a leading
opera singer both in this country
and abroad, having been particu
larly hailed for his performances
of Boris Goudonov. His most
momentous operatic triumph occurred in Hamburg, Germany,
where he appeared as the lead in
Gunther Schuller's new opera The
Visitation. For this performance he
received not only a standing ovation, but was called back for an
incredible 51 curtain calls, lasting 30 minutes.
Although perhaps most famed
for his operatic roles, Mr. Boatwright is equally effective when
singing oratorio, song cycles, and
concert arias. He has been described as a complete musician
whose stunning performances red
peatedly evoke outbursts of
on Page 6)
thund-(Continue-
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letters To

The long awaited Open House policy has finally been approved
and released. And with it, the even more anxiously awaited privilege
of closing individual room doors. But before 500 doors slam and
the latches drop, it is important to consider the new policy not only
what it states, but also what it implies.
Wooster students now have a measure of the responsibility they
persistently cry out for; responsibility to conduct their personal lives
in a private atmosphere in College residence halls. This kind of
privacy, which the Administration has long felt its duty not to provide, has been granted on nothing more than a measure of faith.
"We are willing
to predicate our recommendations on the expectation that increased freedom will be matched by increasing responsibility and concern for the rights, privacy, and well being of others."
(Part one, paragraph 4) .

...

iditor

The

A HEADACHE'S WORTH OF THINKING

To the Editor:
In talking with students here at Wooster and from various reading I have
been doing this fall
get the impression that lines are emerging for a basic confrontation of
educational ideas at schools
all oyer the country At the risk of distortion and error, I would like to
identify some of these areas of
conflict. Paired below are 12 topics, each on the one hand radical, on the
1

i. uiuer minus are not necessarily better tiian

younger minds.

2. An academic community is a democracy.

other, reactionary.
1. Ideally, the humility of knowledge must temner
the arrogance of ignorance. What else is education
about?
2. It serves no purpose to confuse the academic
world with society. The arena of intellect can never
be democratic.
3. College years are neither an extension of youth
nor a prelude to adulthood. They are a time unto
itself which is real chiefly because it touches people
between
4. To deny intellect its guiding role in human life
is to deny all that our past has been.

3. College students are adults; all college educais adult education.
tion
has been in operation of the Honor
and bookstore pilferage (all mencertainly can expect administration,
to respond to subsequent requests 4. Reason is not the only thing to be served by
education; emotions, bodies, and senses are inseparably involved with mind.
That the College responded to this request must be commended.
5. The pursuit of knowledge at this point in time
5. Man's freedom to inquire, criticize, and argue-wit- hout
Response came first from President Drushal, who appointed the ad
can no longer be disinterested : knowledge in a tech- the cant of ideology or pragmatism is the
hoc committee in late September to
the entire Open House
nological society is power.
most
precious freedom a college can support.
system and put forward its recommendations. Response then came
6. btudents are interested in the nature of educa6. Innovation and experimentation are no guaranfrom the Committee, composed of students, faculty, and administration and in new forms for "formal" education.
tees of education. Any form which allows minds
tion, in its recognition of the closed-ope- n
door controversy as the
to meet is of equal value.
center of concern in the Open House system and recommendations
7. Students want teachers to be human friends, not
7. All people play roles in college. The success
to deal with that concern. Except for a few minor revisions in wordfuture colleagues.
of
intellectual training demands teachers and stuing, the President accepted the recommendations as they appear on
8. The nature and quality of American life is dents, with
psychological distances between.
Page 1.
prophetically served by the life in the academic
8. Truth has no nationality nor creed ; it has only
In conjunction with its emphasis on personal decision-makinworld.
a local habitation and a name.
the policy statement delineates no means for enforcement of the 9. Students, as all humans, must take responsibility
9. A college, if its B.A. is to certify anything
standards it lists, or for other College standards, all of which are also for their own lives; a college must structure itself
meaningful at all, must be able to judge students and
binding in Open House events. The chaperone system, a sham in to force and assume such responsibility.
control responsibilities.
recent years, has been dissolved and no clause for student "policing" 10. Education is not for knowledge alone nor for 10.
It is not the business of education to hold hands.
has been included. Residents are responsible for "conduct of the living in the abstract; it exists to help people make
The best teacher is one who treaches by example.
Open House according to the standards set in this policy," but only their daily lives meaningful wherever they
are.
to the point of registering the event in the Dean of Women's office 11. Teaching is not the imparting of knowledge
or 11. There is a heritage from the past, and one of
and having guests vacate rooms and corridors by midnight. So, what of special content, but it is an examination
of how our chief tasks is to explain it well and to pass it
goes on "behind closed doors" will be virtually undetectable, or in it is that knowledge can influence conduct and inon for future use.
a more positive tone, will be left up solely to the individuals involved. form actions.
Violations may mean revocation of the closed-doo- r
privilege at 12. Time spent in college is significant only as it 12. Time spent in college is significant only
as it
develops in students modes of living and of expand
any time for the offending Section or residence hall. The closed-doo- r
develops in students certain habits of mind and
option, then, is not guaranteed until this spring, when the one-yeing insight and option.
aualitv of knowlprW
trial period ends. Irresponsible, immature behavior will be met by
Some people would areiie that both Rfta rf 51
"iv- - .woaij,
.
.
wimc sume wouia say it you try
r, . r
,
equally immature hand slapping.
to ihave iboth you will end, up with
neither. Others would argue that each paired set must be seen
as
"c &een 33
.,
. ,
:n
It is unrealistic to think that no one will abuse the privilege of a continuum and that halan m.,ct k fnA.
u" 5 V .i f ". me
'
con"
mcmm'
closed doors. The Committee recognized "that not all students are tinuum is jusl a big headache.
as ready for making mature decisions in the area of social responsiMy
tUs: How
Shey'ha't
bility as others may be," (Part One, paragraph 2) but found that able
I should be interested in hearing what Wooster people
snooping, policing, or chaperoning contradicted their articulated
are thinking.
expectation for students to act responsibly.
Paul Christianson
So in the end it is realized that "regulations in the area of social
program must depend for effective enforcement upon assuming of
responsibility by the students." (Part One, paragraph 3). Those who
POLITICAL PLAYPEN?
cry for responsibility here it is, dumped right in your laps. If we
To the Editor:
nam. I wonder why. Does it stem from a rational
are the responsible, mature individuals we claim to be, this opportunity
This
is
my fourth year at Wooster, and as such,
consideration of all the issues involved, or is it
should not be mishandled, and chances for gaining greater freedom
I have had many opportunities to observe and
that perhaps they may lose their seat in the front of
in other areas will be greately increased.
evaluate
the
role
of
the college student toward the the Chapel if they don't. Our campus complainers
It's up to us.
J. S. "outside"
world. And, in light of this role, I look demonstrate against Discrimination, Vietnam, and
upon our students' attitude toward the world as Dow Chemical. It is too bad, however, because
rather humorous.
Vietnam, discrimination, and Dow Chemical repreCLINICAL NOTES
The students to which I refer, of course, are our sent the world which our "society's children" must
face after the apron strings are cut. They make
own little Yippie-mindestalwarts of freedom. VietThe Inter-CluCouncil, in realizing deficiencies in the girls'
nam
and
Jack Gilligan are what's happening. As a big point of reality. Reality, however, is not disclub system has initiated a "Sub-ICC- "
for the sole purpose of
senting opinions, but a Negro being beaten, GI's
General freshman disappointment in many of the sec- many of us can see, some of our more "in" stukilled in a VC ambush, and American industry getdents
have
decided
to become the framers of totion smokers has been voiced and has prompted examination in that
morrow's politics. Youth and Understanding are ting rich on the Vietnam war.
area.
the battle cries of the campus Thomas Jeffersons.
These exemplify indications of needed change being received
Ideas are not reality. What is real is often found
Activism is "in". For these above reasons, I would
with openness and heeded with action. The action may or may not
in the newspapers and it is this which our young
like to make some comment on student involvement
lead to change, but if it does then, because of perception, how much
philosophers and moral judges of the U. S. have
in Wooster.
chosen to ignore. Ideas are nice, protests
easier is this change from within this adaptation than the forced
are cool,
Maybe I am laboring under an illusion, or
s
and political activism is out of sight. So are the
outer change of corrective surgery.
R. M.
I am old fashioned, but I have always felt
people who think this is life. Somebody should
that colleges serve as educational institutions rather wake up our
young giants of democracy and tell
than political playpens for the babies with which them that
life
is a tooth and nail struggle for a
The Vocational Services Committee recently formed answers a this campus abounds. It is quite desirable to take
$15,000 a year job. The struggle for success is what
definite need for greater guidance in
opportunities. an interest in politics, but what happened to the is real. U. S. Steel, GM,
and the Establishment are
Student initiated, it complements rather than duplicates present ad- main duty of the college student namely, to
get
what's happening. Maybe when the Wooster shell
ministrative programs. Once operating smoothly the program should an education? What gives our college students the
has been removed from our Albert Camus' and
be turned over to the Dean of Students or another permanent admin- right to make judgments about and morally conAyn Rands, they will see what they have to do to
istrator. The key to improvement has become do it yourself the demn our Senate and Supreme Court? It has been
be real.
elite want finished products and the VSC is a good example.
M. J. known that college students, on occasion, have
Everyone respects a person with good ideas, but
willingly left their studies to fight for their country,
such as Korea and World War II. No longer can a man who has nothing else to offer the world of
today is useless. So then, it is with some interest
we expect any love of country or courage from our
that I will watch our student pillars of democracy
campus' brain trusts.
Published weekly during the academic year except holidays and examinaInstead of "support your fighting men," it is become weathered by what is happening, and . . .
tion periods by the students of The College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in
u
crumble.
editorials and features are those of the community and should not be construed "support the starving North Vietnamese."
Many
as representing administration policy.
of our students hate the U.S. involvement in Viet- Ken Morse
This

If that faith is abused, as it
Code, "gentlemen's agreements,"
tioned in the statement), no one
s
faculty, or even
for increased responsibility.

18-2-
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JOSH STROUP

STIRRING

HIGH PROGRESS

To the Editor:
As a 1968 graduate of Wooster High I can at last
say that I am proud of my school. During my
four years there my classmates and I were subjected
to regulations and rules that make the college look
like a haven of freedom and justice.

AL UNGER, News Editor
PAUL MEYER, Sports Editor
HARRY SZE, Photography Editor
Early last year, as an example, I was threatened
DOUG LINTON, Circulation
with suspension and banned from the art rooms
Staff: Dave Berkey, Steve Buchwalter, Tom Fitt, Tom Hilt, Dick Horn,
for the remainder of the year because I had been
MewxKth Menk, Ohan Hovsepian, Bill White, Betsy Ridge,
James Taylor,
Rick Rider, Karen Wenger, Marty Conger, Joy Schrock, Murph Scoville, working on an independent study project, on the
Linda laylor, Robert J imison, Julia Osborn, Anita Buonpane, Susan invitation of the art instructor, and had neglected
Fanwworth, Henry Caldwell, Betsy Baumann, Sue Leach.
to clear it through the administration. Incidents

like this had so seriously damaged the morale
of
the students that the atmosphere was hardly conducive to any type of academic or social progress.
I

am pleased to see the start of a new general
aniong the students of the high school.
All of us here on campus know that their struggle
for change is not an easy one. I think we should
support them and help in any way we can. Perhaps this would lead to a better high school campus relationship, which, as a resident of the city
of Wooster, I can say would help everyone.
Rosemary Stoddard

attitue
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LETTERS

CHAPEL CHAOS CHASTISED

To the Editor:
Have you ever just sat in Chapel and listened
to all the chaos that is going on? Try it sometime I think you'll be amazed. Or are you too
busy talking to the person in the row in front of
you to notice anything else?
We're all supposted to be mature college students
with a little bit of respect and consideration for
our fellow men. If you can show me an example
of real respect during an average Chapel program
then I congratulate you for your imagination.
I can't help but think back to my high school
days when we sat in assemblies by home rooms.
If we were noisy while filing into the auditorium,
our principal simply asked us to leave and to come
in again quietly. And we kept on repeating the
process until there was sufficient calm in the place.
The College of Wooster is not a high school or
at least that's what I understood when I first came
here.

I'm not making statements here for or against
the chapel requirement. And I'm not saying that
I'm delighted with every chapel program that comes
along. But that doesn't mean I am rude to the person at the podium. O.K., so if you don't want to
listen during Chapel then sit there and think, sleep,
study, knit, write letters, or just exist. But don't
make noise, because maybe there is someone nearby who really would like to listen.
I can remember times when I've actually been
embarrassed to be a member of the chapel audience.
Wouldn't it be a slap in the face if the speaker
stopped his talk and refused to continue until it
was quiet? I'll bet there are quite a few guest
speakers who do not want to return to Wooster because of its rude student body. Can you blame
them?
So remember

shut up or ship out!
Laura Wolfson

NOTES FROM THE NUNNERY

To the Editor:
In answer to Mr. Davies' letter to the Editor
8), where he accuses the Wooster women of
being "generally cold fish intellectual Christian
types who fear the touch of a male," I offer him
the following advice from Redwood aftershave
lotion: "Want her to be more of a woman? Try
being more of a man!" Not having received advice
from wise grandmothers before coming to College,
we were not warned about the Wooster male. And
after being here Zy2 years, we still haven't been
warned about the Wooster male.
(Nov.

This clearly indicates one thing. Wooster females
need no warnings about Wooster males. They are
nonaggresive, noncreative, complacent and seemingly unfrustrated by the response their attitude
merits. AH too often we're escorted to section
parties, open houses, and college activities where
we "informally" talk to our common circle of
friends about the College, about our so called in- tellectual pursuits, all in a friendly amicable manner. And why? Because the Wooster male lacks the
initiative to get out of the rut and make a date
something unusual because he fails to dominate
the Wooster female and direct any dialogue away
from the intellectual and gossipy tones that the
female supposedly give it because he fails to take
command and entertain the female and depends
on her ability to lead
and in turn follows meekly
and mildly.

this campus. He might even discover that hemlines
can go up and that the Wooster female might even
enjoy "a little sex" with someone worth sharing
it with. We thank you for your
d
compliment namely that we are capable of participating in an intellectual discussion. Why not try acting
more like a man and we'll all soon be out of the
habit!
back-hande-

Respectfully submitted by the Sisters of Babcock,
the Order of Our Lady of Sorrow.
Bonnie Enke
Carolyn Pope
Dee Delaplane
Pat Pollock
Linda Taylor
Jeanne Martin

Bombscare Threatens Union
Local police received a phone
call on their emergency line at
8:45 p.m. last Saturday evening,
IMov. 9. There is a bomb in the
Student Union at the College,"
said a male voice and then hung

up.
The call was relaved to the Col
lege and five policemen led by
Sgt. Paul Knisely arrived in two
cars shortly thereafter, lhe policemen, Howard King, Assistant Dean
of Men and Tom Beck. Director of
Buildings and Grounds, conferred
briefly outside the building. They
decided not to clear the building
and then began an immediate and
thorough search.
King said later in the week that
the decision not to clear the build
ing was based on three major
factors. (1) Thev felt the entire
building could be checked care-lully in 15 to 20 minutes and that
the time it would have taken to
clear the building of the Parents'
Day crowd attending the evening's
entertainment would probably have

Turnout

In

Project Vote

On election day more than ports of enjoyable personal encoun50 volunteers from Wooster ters were spoken of during the
day.

of bombing halts and peace negotiations. Mr. other

e

et

1

rs

s.

co-oper- ate

?

.

After the polls closed, volunteers
assembled in the Hollanden House
and the Humphrey-Muski- e
headquarters to relax, compare notes,
and await the returns.

centers

population

Davies let none of this obscure his vision as he
throughout the state.
skillfully ferreted out some substantial trivia to discuss in his letter to the editor (VOICE, Nov. 8, p.
Carrying the message of Cleve2). I felt it my duty to go him one better and fur- land's Mayor Carl B. Stokes, Woosther remark upon his subject.
ter volunteers worked in Cleveland's 21st Congressional district
Having had most of his accusation levelled at me for the combined
candidacy of
heiore ( except the intellectual one which I must Humphrey-Muskie- ,
Gilligan and
admit was most flattering), I am toughened to
Louis Stokes. Louis Stokes' electhem and feel no need to jump to the Woo lovely's
tion sends Ohio's first black repredefense. But I do wish to extend to Mr. Davies my
sentative to the House of RepresenIf the Wooster male would stand up and "walk
sincerest wishes that he does get an invitation to tatives.
like a man" he might be pleasantly surprised and
HLK weekend next year.
find the Wooster female act more like a woman.
Project Vote was successful, with
He might find that she too is bored and dissatisfied
A kiss and a hug to you, David.
high voter turnouts. The operation,
with the relationship between men and women on
Jenny McKenna
which was conceived last October
in the Cleveland mayoral primary,
was probably the single most important device in moving Carl
IN DEFENSE OF THE RAPER (i.e. He's Harmless)
Stokes through the primary and a
To the Editor:
To the Editor:
victorious general election. This
The College campus has been the scene for time Project Vote played an imWhile under the bleachers Friday night at the
several unfortunate incidents this year involving portant part in the candidates'
Wooster-Orrvillfootball game a copy of the VOICE, alien
attackers. These attackers have, however, heavy totals in Cuyahoga County.
fluttered down from the beaver perch and as I been
admirably discriminatory in their choice of It was, however, not heavy enough
glanced through it I was shocked and sickened to
victims: some appreciate boys: some girls: and to off-sthe vote in other parts
read a letter concerning an assault attempt by one
some merely wait patiently with their trousers down of Ohio.
claiming to be the "Orrville Raper."
for the right Someone.
Richard Sklar, coordinator of
Although these incidents bring reality and the
Allow me to set the record straight. The one
Vote, cited its uniqueness
Project
outside world closer to the students, we have had
saying he is the Orrville Raper is a liar! I know.
mention
of organizations which
by
some complaints. The College feels the entire situ
I am the Orrville Raper. Why these pretenders and
ation is both regrettable and tawdry and will do have come to study it in operation.
usurpers vilify me 1 do not know. Unsuccessful
Included are representatives of the
what it can to alleviate the condition.
attempts are in the realm of the Millersburg MountKennedy staff and the Democratic
There
is,
however,
There
problem
in
budget.
a
Jefthe
Cunni
and
Canaan
Ravisher,
Rittman
er,
National Committee. The project
are limited funds available for the pay of the
ferson Jumper but not the O.R.!
works on the principal of mobilsecurity men; thusly, at present, we can afford only
izing the highest percentage of
one
per shift. It is most inconsiderate that the voters in politically
With an unblemished record of 6,832 violations
friendly and
would prefer to attack students
and nearing retirement age, I ask for vindication. I
densely populated area. A voter's
in the evening hours when the security man is enmade my first, only and last foray on the Wooster
ballot number at the polls in their
gaged in turning out lights, locking buildings, lecCampus in 1924. I was still an apprentice at the
particular precinct is phoned into
turing couples improperly necking, and supervising
time, young and eager. My coup was, I thought, well
a central headquarters three times
planned and I was lurching in the shrubs by The the bowling tournaments in Lowry Center. Provid- during the period in which the
Shack when I was attacked and knocked senseless ing funds for additional security men would force polls are open. By comparing the
an all too steep elevation in tuition, deviating from voters number with the total numby a 230 pound music major (contralto) . Somehow
the College policy of gradual increase. The instal- ber of
I was smuggled into Holden and held prisoner for
registered voters and the
lation of more lights has been suggested as a" possible
nine weeks in a linen closet. I suffered many indigcorresponding number at that time
nities (8-- 9 times daily) and much mental torture. corrective device, but the aesthetic qualities of the in past elections, the voting trafAt the time of my escape my weight was down to campus must be weighed carefully, as well as the fic in a precinct is measured.
I almost considerable expense. Having men patrolling regu107 pounds and I had many hang-upWith the knowledge of how
quit. Since then I have not, nor will I, set foot on lar beats, offered as a solution, deviates from The
Tradition of The College.
heavily a precinct is voting, volunthe Campus.
teers
are sent from various locawith
Henceforth, if all students will
In conclusion let me offer my own theory concernthe College in regarding these attackers as harmless, tions to canvass the precincts, ening the recent attack. Since it was dark at the time the campus community can work together, through couraging everyone to vote who
hasn't already done so. The effort
and the intended victim was wearing slacks I beprayer and counsel, to eradicate this distraction.
lieve this is clearly a case of mistaken identity. Sir,
(Warning to female students: Do not equip was a success with all precincts
the one you should be after is . . . The Fredericksyourselves with tear gas atomizers, water pistols, which were involved, showing a
burg Flit.
knitting needles, soccer players, karate, hat pins, 15 to 45 percent increase in voters
football players. Carrying lethal weapons without over the last election.
Thanking you, I am, the original, the one, the or
..
.1
TO.
l I
a license is highly illegal, and could prove to be a
more man
ine project provided
ONLY,
great embarrassment to The College.)
the mere political experience to
mnnv vrkliintoora INJiimprrma rp.
(The Orrville Raper)
Margo Raudabaugh
would-be-attacke-

King also said that he felt all
contingencies and priorities were
considered and that the decision
not to clear the building did not
rest on a fear of disrupting the
activities in the building at the
time. He said that a threat on a
dorm or other facilities outside the
realm of public events would lead
to an immediate evacuation but
the decision to clear a building
where a public event was taking
place would depend on the

Students Push Democratic

met in Cleveland with volunteers from other Northeastern
A KISS IN TIME
To the Editor:
Ohio schools for Project Vote.
Fancying myself a connoisseur of trivia, I felt
it only fitting that I congratulate Mr. Davies on his Similar get out the vote probrilliant performance during election week amid jects were being carried out in
talks;

taken longer than that and would
have delayed the search. (2) They
felt because the building, and especially the facilities being used
for the evening's program, had
been in use throughout the day
that a bomb could not have been
planted unobserved. (3) Finally,
King also felt that the publicity as
a result of the bombscare in relation to the inauguartion of President Drushal in October set the
scene for the likelihood of a second
and possibly further pranks.

Big Win

Debated

The College of Wooster varsity debate team composed of

Melinda Pierce and Jon Rubens recorded perhaps the biggest win of the season for the
Scots this past weekend at Rio
Grande College i n southern
Ohio.
In

an intercollegiate debate
tournament which attracted teams
from as far away as Iowa and
New Hampshire, Miss Pierce, a
sophomore from Barberton, and
Rubens, a senior from Jamestown,
N.Y., won first place with a unanimous decision in the final round
over Ohio Northern University.
This win brings the box score for
the season to nine awards in four
tournaments.
On their way to the championship the Scot duo recorded five
wins in the preliminary rounds including a prized victory over Dartmouth College, the
favorite. In the semi-final- s
they
eliminated the Uuniversity of West
Virginia.
pre-tourn-ey

Rubens added to his laurels at
the tournament by being named
the outstanding speaker of the
meet. Miss Pierce ranked fourth
among all the speakers.
In the individual events portion
of the tourney the Scots added still
another honor when Jan Colton,
freshman from Erie, Pa., waa
named third place winner in
original oratorv. Miss Pierce. Ru
bens and Bill Wiley, sophomore
irom Sidney, represented the Scots
in the extemporaneous speaking
contest with all contestants receiving high rankings. Miss Pierce
ranked second in her division.
Professor Jerry Sanders, Scot
debate coach, stated that "The Rio
Grande Tournament had the highest quality competition encountered
this season. Prior to announcing
the date of the tournament each
year, Rio (Jrande officials gain
commitments from some of the
outstanding teams in the nation to
insure high caliber, competition.".
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Penalty Kick

Regional Event
Third Consecutive Year
Scots

Gives Soccer Club

Best Season Ever

In

by Dave Berkey

by Dave Berkey
Before nearly 1,100 Parents'
Day fans, the College of Wooster
Scots soccer team completed its
regular season play with a 0
victory over Ohio Wesleyan last
Saturday morning. This gave the
record in
hooters the best win-los- s
for the
the school's history of
regular season and primed them
for the upcoming NCAA tournament to be held in Wooster. The
win also broke the school record of
seven straight wins, giving the
Scots eight in a row and made
thpm undefeated against Ohio

e
national athletics come
to the College of Wooster the weekwhen the NCAA
end of Nov. 22-2Mid-Eas- t
Regional College Division
Soccer Tournament is played here.
In addition to being the host
school, Wooster's Scots will be one
of the four participants for the
third year in a row.

ment and any one of the teams se
eded could win it. Wooster was
ousted by Wheaton last year in the
preliminary by a slim
margin.
Cleveland btate beat the bcots m
a
scrimmage but coach
Nye
sees
an even match at this
i
point in the year.
But Wooster's first test In the
There are eight soccer districts ourney will be the University of
in the United States at present and linois at Chicago Circle. Every
these are grouped into four re- one of the players on that team
gions. Each region holds a tourna is from a foreign country. Friday
:))
ment every fall to determine its action pits Cleveland State
champion. A committee is formed against Wheaton at 1 1 a.m. with
of Illinois
to choose the site and pick the four the Wooster-Uni- v.
Conference schools (8-0clash
for
slated
2
p.m.
Saturday
teams that will compete.
Other records were set this
morning at 1 1 is the consolation
commit game between the losers of FrRecently, the Mid-Ea- st
such as the number of shut
JEFF WISE heads outside for a gain against Capital.
and
tee, made up of chairman Wil iday's contest. The big champion
outs per year (six this season)
KILL CRUSADERS 24-2- 0
the
shots
by
Ham Mabry of Southwestern Col ship game begins at 2 p.m. beof
number
the least
used
which
lege at Memphis, Tenn.; Dean tween Friday's winners.
opponents in one year,
Robert Baptista, former soccer
to be 222 and presently stands at
Bruce, who will serve as tourna
coach
at Wheaton; coach Stu ment
L5Z. aome interesting siaiKiu aiG
director, will decide the day
Parry of the University of Akron;
that in the 22 halves played, the
of the games which field they will
and Robert Bruce, Wooster's
Scots shutout their opponents in
be played on. If the weather is bad
2.9
averaged
Athletic Director, decided on
16 of them. Wooster
prior to the game, the old field
Wooster as the site "by default,
goals per game while its opporents
on the golf course will be used.
according to Bruce.
scored only .73 goal a game. The
This was decided by the commitby Paul Meyer
Scots took 25.6 shots per game for
By tradition Illinois and Ohio tee. Otherwise, all the games will
an 11.3 shooting percentage and
Donough lofted a pass intended alternate in hosting the tournament be held at the regular varsity field
their
Scots
picked
up
The
their opponents got away 12.0 per
for a Crusader end; the aerial because the soccer programs in the behind Wagner Hall. Since this
game for a 6.0 percentage, thanks fifth victory of the season last
Freshman de- other states of the region (Wiscon is an NCAA function, admission
to Wooster's containment strategy. Saturday, beating Capital 24-2- never reached him.
fensive back Ray Cook stepped sin, Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky, will be charged for everyone. StuCoach Bob Nye calls it "Wooster's
and journey to Oberlin to- in front of the receiver, snagged Tennessee, Mississippi and Ala- dent ID cards will not gain admis
finest season, by far" and he carbama) have not developed to the sion. Ihe price will be 50 cents
ries high hopes into the tourna- morrow in hopes of ending the the ball on the 35 and returned
same degree. This year was Ohio's per day for students and $1 per
ment.
it to the Capital eight. The in- turn and (1) Ohio Wesleyan day for adults. Some system of
year 6-Against Ohio Wesleyan, the only
Head coach Jack Lengyel sum- terception set up what proved hosted it last time and wasn't in roping oil the area will be devised
goal scored in the game was a
as terested. (21 Oberlin with the before the tournament.
penalty kick by right wing Bob med up the win over the Crusaders to be the winning touchdown
ideal set-uwasn't interested, (3)
The scope and importance of
Dow with 18:18 gone in the first in three short words: "We just three plays later, Artie Wilson Cleveland State doesn't have a field
converted
Scots
The
this
capitalized."
tournament is immense. Al
scored from a yard out to put of its own, and (4) Wooster was
quarter. Dow was given the chance
touchfumbles
into
a
ready the radio stations in the
by a Wesleyan player who touched two Capital
the Scots on top 24-1- 2.
Ohios top team other than Cleve Chicago area are checking about
fourth
Dave
Poetter's
down
and
the ball in the penalty zone with
land State and would most likely the telephone and electrical set-ufield goal of the season to build a
"Ray's been kinda down," Len be
his hands.
in the tournament. Therefore for the two days. Wooster's Sports
17-1lead midway through the gyel said. "He was the only back
The rest of the game was played
Wooster
was chosen.
last period. Then came what Len- who hadn't had an interception,
Information Department will hanequally as well and roughly by
the
of
gyel termed, "the big play
tournaand then he goes and gets the bigNext the committee evaluated dle the publicity for thefour-pagboth teams in the cold and snowy
e
the
in
day."
ment
of
form
a
gest one of the year."
all the teams in the nine-stat- e
weather. The Wooster defense was
area
With the ball on Cap's 20-o pick the top four. The teams program, press releases to newschallenged for the first time in
of
the
Cook's
sort
typified
play
chosen were the Univ. of Illinois papers from here to Illinois and
yard line, quarterback Joe Mc- (Continued on Page 5)
were
Overall
stats
other functions.
it
was.
game
at Chicago Circle, a school
about as close as the final score about 12,000
Wooster has never had such an
students; Cleveland
I M ROUNDUP
and, as Lengyel pointed out, State Univ. with
8,000 enrollment event before and it may not have
"When two teams are as evenly Wheaton College,
an Illinois schoo one again for a long time. As the
matched as we were, the team that of
about 1,800: and the College o: host school, continuing support of
gets the big plays is going to win." Wooster with about 1,550. Accord the
sport of soccer by
y
Bruce
the
this
to
the
is essential
is
mg
strongest
The Scots also had a good run
ning attack that gained a total of held ever assembled for the tourna to the success of the tournament.
236 yards. Jeff Wise, who had his
best day this year, led with 94
darkthe
gathering
yards in 17 thrusts, while season
in
back
Hummel
dropped
Eric
Quarterback
who
leader Ed Thompson finished with
ness last week and fired a pass to his split end Tom Lamonica,
caught it for Sixth Sections deciding point against Seventh to give the 91 yards in 20 carries. Ihompson
Sigs a
victory and, for all intents and purposes, the Kenarden goes into the final game with 699
Football League title. Sixth clinched the crown outright two days yards on 137 totes. Lengyel had
later by beating Second 12-0- .
praise for fullback lim Arndt, who
Last February the Scot bas-- 1 kinds. Classes are going to be
12-at
The Sigs, who trailed
awkward and there will be less
Seventh was the top offenketball team played the final teaching efficiency."
halftime against the Kappas, went points.
sive club with 234 points and was
Tailback Ed Thompson's 91
ahead by a touchdown late in the
collegiate game in Severance
al
also
team,
defensive
leading
Bruce said that installation of
the
yards against Capital kept
game as Steve Lynch and Bob
maybe.
Gymnasium
its
oppon
lowing
to
77
points
just
the
north bleachers is scheduled
him atop the Ohio Conference
Landman scored second half TD's.
ents.
in rushing yardage. He leads
Installation of the bleachers for sometime in December, but
Seventh tied the contest with just
FINAL STANDINGS
p
runner-uBob Badami of in the new Physical Education should that process disrupt things
14 seconds remaining on a fine
91
165
2
Sixth
10
too much, "everything will have to
Ohio Wesleyan by 73 yards
catch by Bob King to set the stage Seventh
3
77
234
9
quickly
has
proceeded
Center
not
be taken out temporarily. That
through games of last Saturfor Lamonica's grab.
131
108
5
Fifth
7
is now the pos- means the five basketball games,
there
and
enough,
128
216
10
Third
day. Thompson needs to have
2
Sixth finished with a 10-- rec- Second
home games the girls volleyball team, mtra- 236
10
70
2
an exceptionally good day at sibility that the five
ord, while Fifth and Seventh
have to be murals, and varsity cage practice
may
for December
GAMES OF LAST WEEK
Oberlin to finish as the league
battled for second place. The Kap Second
12
618 leader since Badami still has moved elsewhere, perhaps into the would have to be moved.
6
612 two games to play Mt. Un- old gym.
pas, behind Bill Hookers two Third
Limbird, Kirts,
Touchdowns: Second
Bruce is hoping for a solution
touchdowns, beat the Delts 18-Director of Athletics Robert by Christmas. One proposal is that
Sharp, Eller.
ion and Denison.
Calaway; Third
last Friday. Hooker added another
Bruce reported that the south bank the installation could be postponed
6
Sixth
1319
pair as Seventh beat Fifth 12-- last Seventh
6 18
12
of seats is in, but not electrified. until January when only one basTuesday to clinch second place.
Landman 2, Lynch,
Touchdowns: Sixth
46 yards in 14 trips This means that two or three men ketball
netted
Lin
game is scheduled at home.
In other games during the final extra point by Lamonica; Seventh
the
workhorse
in
old
the
"Arndt's
bleachers
the
out
have
to
move
ton 2, King.
"It would be better to lose just that
week, Second tied Third for fourth
backfield," Lengyel said. "He was manually.
6
Fifth
one (Mt. Union on the 15th), than
612
place by edging the Oats
6
Third
in a lot of pain his second half.
The major stumbling block, the five in December," he pointed
Tom Limbird, Lee Kirts and Wally Touchdowns: Fifth
Rath, Houser; Third but still did a real good job for
is with the north stands, out.
however,
Vaill.
Calaway all scored for the Kappa
us.
which haven't even come yet. This
0
Sigs, who wound up 0
The athletic program could pro1212
as did Sixth
0
0
0
Third. Duane Houser and Rick Second
The coach also mentioned end bank, when folded up, is supposed ceed without the north bank of
Reeves, Campbell.
Touchdowns: Sixth
Rath each tallied once in leading
Ron Showalter, who played the en to form a wall that will divide the stands, though not so well as with
Seventh
6
1218 tire game at defensive end for the main floor and a court used for them, so there still may be basketFifth past Third 12-6- .
Fifth
0
volleyball classes and other physi ball in the new
Hooker 2, Fitch. miured Terry Hatcher, showalter
gym next month.
Hooker captured the individual Touchdowns: Seventh
cal
courses.
education
Seventh
had
6
end,
However, the possibility exists that
612 by trade an offensive
scoring title with 90 points on 15
Fifth
0
his
new
learn
week
Bruce
to
wall,"
Severance may not have seen the
only
one
that
"Lacking
touchdowns. Ron Eller, the Oats' Touchdowns: Seventh
Hooker 2; Fifth,
all
trouble
last
of
"we're in
of collegiate basketball.
tackle, finished second with 48 Becka.
(Continued on Pago 5)
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Shorts

Gridders Close
(Continued from Page 4)

assignments, yet "really
tremendous job."

a

did

The victory lifted Wooster's
Ohio Conference record to 4-good for fifth place. The Scots
should get their fifth win at Ober-li2,

n.

Views Bffi r On Andrews Library
Staff Stresses Recent Changes

NAMED
Paige Russell com-

RUSSELL
Co-capt-

ain

Page Fire

by Betsy
pleted a successful field hockey
Is there a certain book you
season by being named to the
third team
Lakes squad would like to see on the shelves
right
at
halfback last weekend. in the Lib? According to the
The honor entitles her to comNes-bitpete in the national tournament librarian, Miss Maudie
it may take a while, but
to be held over Thanksgiving
your chances of seeing it there
vacation.
before you graduate, especiVOLLEYBALL CLINIC
ally if you are a freshman, are
A volleyball clinic, sponsored pretty good.
All-Gre-

at

t,

The Yeomen stand
in the
league and 1
overall. Their
only real offensive threat is quarterback Dan DufTey. Last year, in
just seven games, he performed
well enough to wind up fifth in the
by the Wooster YMCA, the Colconference in total offense and is
third this year with 1,234 yards lege of Wooster, and the Wooster City Parks and Recreation Deto date.
partment, will be held WednesOberlin has a few good rush- day, Nov. 20, in Severance
ers, though none ranks high in Gymnasium at 7:30 p.m. Jeep
league statistics, and is an im- MacDonald, Youngstown, will be
proved team over last season's featured. MacDonald is a memsquad. The Yeomen defeated ber of the selection committee
Hiram in their opener, then tied for the Women's Olympic VolleyCarnegie-Mello- n,
but it's been ball Team.
pretty much downhill since that
deadlock. Latest blemish on
1-- 4

2-4-

1- -7

Oberlin's slate is a 64-- 0 shiner
hung on the Yeomen by Ohio
Wesleyan a week ago.
The Capital win was the important one for the Scots; it assured
Wooster of a second straight winning season. However, there is a
big difference between
and
"This is the last stop on our one
at a time philosophy," said Len-gye"and we want to be sure we
get it."
The Scots have won four straight
since the Wesleyan loss; they
should have a streak of five to close
out the year. Last season the Scots
walloped Oberlin 56-as Poetter
kicked eight straight extra points.
The Yeomen are probably enough
improved so that the final score
won't be that high again, but
they're not THAT much better.
Poetter should get an opportunity
to try extra points at least six or
seven times tomorrow. The Scots
5-- 4

6--

3.

l,

0

,42-6- .

MORE ON

Dow Penalty
(Continued from Page 4)

Harriers Meet
Obies

by Tom Hilt
The Wooster cross country team
will be traveling to Oberlin tomorrow for its final meet of the
season. Competing for the last
time as Wooster harriers will be
seniors Paul Reinhardt, Hugh Ruffing, Mark Zahniser and Bill Patterson, manager.
Otter-beiThe Scot harriers shut-ou- t
last Saturday to close
their home meet season. The Scots
took the first 13 places against the
weak Otterbein team.
Leading the team was Leonard
Miller with a time of 21 :54. Chasing Miller across the finish line
were Ed Mikkelsen, 2nd; Doug
Stoehr, 3rd; Ray Day, 4th; and
Bob Borley, 5th.
Other Scots running before the
Parents' Day crowd were Mark
Zahniser, Paul Reinhardt, Chris
Craft, Ray Chapin, John Jacobs,
Bill Voter, Dave Berry, Tim Blish,
Gary Davis, Bill Eaton and Keith
Forsyth.
n,

15-5-

two outings and it rose to the
occasion. Halfback Pierre Radiu
did a fine job in allowing the Bishops' fine center forward, Al
no shots throughout the

0,

WATCHES

- DIAMONDS

m

Lad-jevard- i,

game. Marv Krohn played a steady
game in plugging up any holes in
the defense. Goalie Ted Caldwell
made several key saves in attaining his sixth shutout.
The best overall performance
was turned in by the Scots' set of
wing halfbacks, starters Dave
Broehl and Steve Cerretani and
members Tom Moseley and
Dave Holmes. The ball was in the
center of the field throughout most
of the game and these players bore
the brunt of the action.
Seniors Don Adams and Stu
Miller played in their 44th consecutive game for Wooster, Miller
increasing his team shot lead with
a total of 68 for the season. Dow
has started all 35 games that have
been played since he came to
Wooster.
go-tea-

In Finale

Who can order books? Department heads can order books, I.S.
students can order books and the
SGA Library Committee can order
books.
The hook budget for the Andrews Library is divided among
the various academic departments,
the amount each one receives being determined by a faculty committee which considers such factors
as the size of the department, the
number of people in it and the
price of books in its field. A student wishing to order a book may
request it through the head of his
department.
A special I.S. Fund, the amount
of which has yet to be determined

for this year, but which usually
totals about $2,000, may be drawn
upon to purchase books requested
by students for I.S. projects, provided an advisor's signature is
affixed to the appropriate card.
The student selections budget is
handled by the SGA Library Committee which makes suggestions on
the basis of suggestions received
from the student body.
As for the actual amount of
time likely to elapse between the

Baumann
placing of the order and the
moment the new acquisition (catalogued according to the Library
of Congress system, of course),
settles comfortably into its new
home in the stacks, that depends
on the publishers, who "will not be
hurried," says Mrs. Martha Harris,
another member of the library

Among faculty members there
are wide differences of opinion
concerning the adequacy of the
Andrews Library. They range from
the feeling of one language instructor that libraries in general
should be
and bety
ter facilities for
loans
developed
to
that
of
a
of
member
staff.
the English department who stated
Fines? Miss Nesbitt was aghast that "we have a lot of building-u- p
at the mere suggestion of their beto do."
ing used to make money. She exThe foreign language departplained what she considers to be ments
as a whole seemed to be
a lenient policy on fines, noting satisfied
with the library's holdthat the library allows a few days ings in their
respective fields.
of grace on overdue books, stuThere were complaints, howdents are not charged if they are
sick, and fines are not charged at ever, centered around procedures
the beginning of semesters before for procuring books, specifically
students have "caught on" to the the amount of red tape necessary
to obtain a new book, and the
system.
length of time it takes for a book
Fines are, however, necessary, to reach the shelves after it is
she continued, in order to ensure received.
that books will be available to
One Spanish professor remarkthose who want to use them. "The
ed,
"I have been able to find everybooks must be here!" she empa-sizething I need," and another noted
that "the fact that a department
The Lib,, with a capacity of can order anything it wants is
450,000 volumes, had 182,099 amazing."
volumes in its stacks as of May
In sharp contrast was the grim
1968, and although it is difficult to picture painted by members of
make an accurate survey because the English department where a
of the various ways in which dif- particular lack was felt in the
area
ferent libraries calculate, this of contemporary fiction and poeseems to compare favorably with try, "especially those books which
other colleges of Wooster's size.
may not be established classics."
In general, English professors
Mrs. Harris attributes this favorable comparison to the fact that seemed to feel that the allocation
"Dr. Lowry's great love was the of resources was the point in
library, and there was always
on Pago 6)
money for it."
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CHOPS
SEA FOOD
COCKTAILS

W. Liberty St.

GOOD

Chambray
Shirts $1.99
Sweat Shirts

Blue

Wool Caps
$1.00
$9.95
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Tom and Jack's

Dick's Camera Shop

BLOCKS
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A Good Place to Eat
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3 SHORT
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P-Co-
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Wooster, Ohio

LUCK,

SCOTSI

C. P. O.
Shirts $8.95
Wool Sport
Shirts $5.95

$1.49 - $2.95

N

Some Faculties
Not Yet Satisfied

Wool Toque
$1.29 up
New
$17.95

COCCIA HOUSE

PIZZA
Spaghetti

Ravioli

764 Pittsburgh

Avenue

WOOSTER, OHIO

Phone

262-713-

6

Closed Tuesdays
Open 'til 2 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

Sundays
CARRY-OU- T

PIZZA ONLY

m

NORTH

See Us For Rain Wear

CouedB
WeoSTeR.

WHITEY'S

Army-Nav- y

Wooster Shipping Center

Pritchard Jorolors
262-613-

1

PROMPT SERVICE

ON
SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE SAVE

SAVE SAVE

SAVE

WATCHES

The House of Diamonds

1

1830 Cleveland Rd., Wooster

& M CLEANERS

induding

Dry Cleaning by Martinizing

TIMEX

1019 EAST BOWMAN ST.
The Place
for Dates

Three
Banquet Rooms

Party and
Food Supplies

Open 24 Hours
Every Day

Dresses (Plain) $1.25

Suits $1.25

SKIRTS

SWEATERS

Banquet Rooms

Complete Catering

PANTS .60

WOOSTER'S FINEST JEWELRY
STORE AND

ANY SCOT

.60 and .75

MAY CHARGE

IT

Special:

MAKE PLANS FOR:

Christmas Parties

Coats $1.35

PLAIN SKIRTS AND SWEATERS .49

or

THRU NOVEMBER

Food Supplies

Open Daily

9-5:-

15

23

Wednesday

9-12-

:30

145 East Liberty Street
Across from Newberry's

Facts Explain U. A. Support
Of Poverty Area Programs
Editor's Note: Charles M. Nek- vasil, Director of Public Relations
for The United Appeal of Greater
Cleveland, sent a letter and explan- atory materials to VOICE last week
in rnnn.w tn a storv bv Bob Bon- nr, tha Ponr Pvnnlp' Cam- paign (VOICE, Nov. 5). Mr. Nek- did not offer the material as
a rebuttal nor did he or the injor- matwn enclosed significantly refute
tta, feures presented m toe earner
orticc nor did the information or
ZeWer aaemjtf to rfwjcdr arwyer
the charges made in the letter.! he
information instead
what may be a misunderstanding
of themture and function of the
United Appeal by the foor feo-- L
pies frnpaign. txcerpis are prim- ea w minu mr. nenvuiu icuuw
to aw tuiMity to toe o6ee(ives
ana aecompusnmems vj we uf
A nDeal and its member agencies. )

Feather campaign leaders
that only about 22 percent of the
United Appeal services and 25 per- cent of United Appeal money bene- fit people in the five target areas
selected four years ago for the War
on Poverty. This is a raw percent- figure which has been taken
out o f context
without regard to the interpreta- tion necessary for its understand- -
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Offers

Wooster, at long last, has a new
theater: Lyric II. Though the
building is new and the movies are
first-ruthe manager is certainly
not new to Wooster. Walter Bru-bakhas lived in Wooster all his
n,

er

life.

ely

Bru-baker- 's

w.

i

--

t.

ata

Bia

tnr rftirni15tv MORE ON

t ag possibie. The work of
of thege organizations is not

m
targeted to the needs of the eco- nomicaHy poor as such. Therefore,
the assumption that United Appeal
funds should be used primarily for
the poverty areas can lead to ob- servations to which there is little
answer. At the same time, the Wei- ?are Federation is constantly work- ing Willi UKtllUlCS IV aoolll C UIC
availabUity of services which they
do provide in relation to the in- cidence of need, with particular
attention to better accessibility of
these services to the poor. The
federation is also working on tne
development and implementation
of new kinds of service to the
extent resources permit."
This material has been quoted
from a statement prepared by W.
T. McCullough, Executive Director
of the Welfare Federation and a
Wooster graduate

EAC SEARCH FOR PRINCIPLES
(Continued from Page 1)

But the suggestion receiving the ram of lectures giving an over- - each course being designated to
most enthusiasm was that there be view, but witn eacn student wont exams and to be handled as the

no I.S. requirement for students
while they are studying abroad.
Several questions were raised
concerning the validity of introductory courses. Are the students
required to take too many? Should
there be more theory stressed and
less fact? And if so, should meth
odology, teaching the methods of
obtaining facts in a particular
field, be the format of theory?
Alfred Hall of the Psychology
Department, remarked, "Students
don't approve of this approach; it
is too professional and directed
toward majors only. Ihe rsych
department, however, is projecting
such a course.
One student felt that the survey
course can be valid, with a pro- -

f are the Co

ize.

Smaller classes were discussed
and questioned since it would
mean a heavier work load for
acuity. It was offered, however,
that this could be balanced by lowering distribution requirements so
that professors don't have to teach
as many intro courses.
Exam procedure was approach
ed mainly on the tack of loosening
the present structure. One idea
involved the last three classes of

professor desired. "He could, for
instance give a one hour exam,
devote the next class hour to dis
cussion, and then give another
exam." Holding an exam three
weeks before the end of a course
and devoting the remaining time
to students' teaching the course
was another suggestion, or, it was
proposed, a final could be handed
out the first day of class. Most
ideas, however, did recognize the
importance of the exam as a learning experience.
Lightening the students' work
load was the final topic brought
up with the questions posed: how
many classes can you take per
semester and think, and would the
change itself give motivation?

if
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WE CLINK,

Captivate her! Let' her Jingle,
jangle, glitter and gleam to her heart's
delight. The fabulous fakes In
our jewelry collection will make her securely
yours this Christmas.

Those
Ivory Towers,
with Daisies

Accessories Department

From

House of Flowers

ing in one specialized area. Dan
Calhoun of the History Department
defended the importance of over
view. "This faculty is so narrow as
it is. Dont push students into a
ess liberated block than the faculty
now is, by making them special- -

U

Decorate

The

Flicks

Brubaker is no beginner in the
motion picture business. He managed the Wooster Theatre for 30
years till his thoughts turned to
obthe creation of Lyric II in 1967.
"There is one additional
gervation which is imp0rtant in E. P. Mott, who established the
evaiuating United Appeal agen- - Wooster Theatre in 1911, was
father-in-lades in relationship t0 the prob- lemg of the economically poor,
Mr. Brubaker has big plans for
This is the fact that the United
Appeal is a federation of as many
gov-indiscriminat-

erous applause from musicians and
alike.
As a singer of Negro spirituals,
McHenry Boatwright has been
classified along with Marian An- derson, with whom he has per- formed on occasion. His recitals
always close with a group of
spirituals which he has arranged
with loving care.
An insight into the complete
nature of Mr. Boatwright's mu- sicianship mav be gained from his
method of "unwinding" after the
excitement of a concert. One of his
favorite ways to relax is to head
for a place where he can listen to
good jazz, in preparation for a
good night's rest. He also enjoys
playing the piano, which was his
major area of concentration during his undergraduate days at the
New England Conservatory.
Tickets for this event may be
obtained at the Lowry Center main
desk, the Music Department office,
or at the door.
In addition to his recital, Mr.
Boatwright will also present a
lecture-semina- r
on Wednesday afternoon, Nov. 20, at 4:15 in Memorial Chapel. There will be no
admission charge for this afternoon event.
ns

Lyric

.

"The needs of the inner city
are great and the Poor Feather
rpmnai?n neoDle are to be encour- aged jn their concern. They should
tnow. however, that voluntary con
tributions cannot be sufficient to
even begin to solve, the basic
ceSsities problem. The same
amount of energy directed to get-ag- e
ting more people to support
ernment action on public welfare
m Columbus and Washington
could ye far more productive.

Suggestions for improvements
included maintaining "standing
.
,
J
orders with presses which publish
young poets," such as the Wesley-a- n
Series, and making a thorough
survey of holdings in the area of
English literature.
However, "the unfortunate fact
is that no one man has time to
make a wholesale survey of weaknesses," and it was suggested that
a member of the English department be released from part of his
teaching load in order to give him
extra time in which to conduct
such a survey.
Positive comments from English
professors included praise for the
new ordering procedures and the
reclassification system.
First-Ru- n
One representative of the history
department observed that the Colplaying
Now
is
his new cinema.
lege of Wooster has a "very good
"Gone with the Wind" which will teaching library in history," which
be shown for the next three weeks. is "especially strong in its collecAlso in the coming attractions tion of American periodicals and
is "Hot Millions" with Peter magazines."
Ustinov. Asked if he thinks he
His "main gripe" was the way
can keep up with the competi- books are taken without being
tion at the Wooster Theatre, Bru- signed for." He also noted "books
baker confidently remarked, "If that I order come here more
we don't do a lot better than them quickly than through a large uniI'll be very surprised."
versity library," and commented
The general prices for Lyric II favorably on a service, new this
will be 50 cents for children, $1.50 year, which enables professors to
for adults. At the end of the con- borrow books directly from the
versation,. Brubaker added, almost library at Ohio State University.
apologetically, "Sorry, no far-ou- t
"Of course," he added , "we
could always use more money."
movies.

'

:

f.

human needs which are
of the United Ap.
,
Tlipre ;s no direct
Relationship between the incidence
poV.
of these needs and
.
instances. It is true
the incidence of many handi
ing conditions (e.g., retarda- ..
11Tlrur novertv
conditions but the relationship is
proportionate,
nQt direcd
J

'

1

(Continued from Page 6)

tion, adding such comments as
"the budget is totally inadequate,
and "anybody whose existence depends on books has to be dis

.

.

262-417-

Library

51

counted as needy. The point being
made here is that any raw percent
figure which is tied to the poverty
areas, or to anv other area for
that matter, has limited signifi-vas- il

.
nn percentt
Assuming that the 22
service figure is a good approxi- rnation within the above interpreta.
tion, it is highly misleading when
applied solely to the five poverty
areas. Not all people m these areas
fit the federal poverty criteria,
Using the distribution of govern- mental services as a guide pri- marily public assistance it is evi- dent that very substantial numbers
of the poor live outside of the so- -

non-musicia-

.

called poverty areas, and this
would be all the more true when
people with marginal incomes are

""There have been charges by the

inf'
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COLLEGE BOOK STORE
IN

LOWRY CENTER
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by
A Vocational Service Committee has been recently established by the Student Government Association Congress.
The purpose of thes new committee is to conduct vocational

guidance

programs, distribute
career information, maintain and
evaluate the vocational publications in Andrews Library, and
work in cooperation with the Director of Placement, Dean of Students, Faculty, and Alumni.
"

Bill

Spratley

tions for women. Each year the
V.S.C. will print and distribute
to students a list of all faculty and
administrators willing to talk to
students about the graduate school
they attended or occupations related to their field.

a group discussion would hopefully include service recruiters, a
draft board member, a conscientious objector, a student finished
with his service obligation, etc.

Thus the SGA is hoping to provide
a more complete vocational
A program about the vocations
outlook
on campus through
open to women colleee eraduates
career programs.
would also be conducted through
The last such student program was
personal interviews, group seminthe CCA Vocational Seminar Serars, or a career day similar to that
held for women on campus last ies started two years ago, whichin
its first year held nine career
year.
seminars on various vocations with
Another annual program of the nearly 400 students attending. The
V.S.C. refers to an important as- Vocational Service Committee is
pect of what Dr. Drushal called an attempt to provide a broader
the investigation of "national ser- program yet, with an emphasis on
vice." The committee would con- what students really want to know
duct a program on the armed ser- about future vocations and how
vice obligation of men on an students and administration can
individual and seminar basis. Such cooperate to meet this urgent need.
student-

-organized

The new committee will have
an equal number of men and women students with the chairman
appointed by the SGA President.
It will meet regularly with college
administration officers. This committee is not attempting to work THUMBSCREW
outside the Administration's vocational policy, but the committee
hopes to compliment the College's
by Mike Byrom
present vocational policy and to
better acquaint students with proAgain. Last time we were thinkOf course, this is not to imply
grams already existing on campus. ing about lifting girls' hemlines. that everyone can wear short
New programs of the V.S.C. will The immediate question of how skirts . . . some girls look bad
with long straight hair, also. Two,
be to study the present vocational far, brought the old high school maybe
even three. I mean really,
publications kept behind the main method to mind. For those of you there was a mother here over the
desk at Andrews Library. The com- still teasing your hair and wearing weekend whose skirt was at least
mittee will evaluate this collection sneakers, here is our little guide. three inches shorter than her dauand suggest what new career infor- Down on your knees. (It's good ghter's. And have you noticed that
mation and graduate school cata- practice for getting those marriage saddle shoes are coming back?
logues are needed.
proposals) . Now get your boyBut girls, you aren't alone. We
friend (or roommate if you're a devised a Men's Fashion scale too.
Representatives to Campus
The V.S.C. will also bring to senior) to measure how much of Count the number of skinny, 1957-typ- e
(less than three inches wide)
campus representatives of various your leg shows below the skirt.
ties he wears. Or the number of
vocations to talk to students by
Two inches . . . have you ever nowhite,
means of group seminars, personal
or
interviews, career days, and ticed how well your grandmother's straight collar shirts he owns. Next,
speeches. Vocations which may be clothes fit you? Four inches
notice his pants
not the ones he
That's
good
from
if
you're
very
exhales at short skirts
included in this program are Edu
and
cation, Business, Government, Law, Tulsa or Bob Jones University. Six count the number of patterned
Congratulations! you slacks he owns . . . and where he
Medicine, Science, Social Service, inches
the
in
of collegiate wears them. (To and from the
are
mainstream
Ministry, and Fine Arts.
fashion of six years ago. Eight to laundry doesn't count.) With your
The committee will promote a ten inches . . .Wonderful. You are other
hand, you can count the
program of individual and group now eligible for witty comments number of bright-coloreor patcounseling on the draft, Peace from the deans like, "What hap- terned dress shirts he owns.
Corps, graduate schools and voca- - pened to the. rest of your skirt?"
The Collegiate look calls for a
red and grey Fraternity jacket.
They look good, are warm, and
last forever . . . but you have to
be a Delt to wear one. That's all
right, all you have to do is change
the color and no one will notice
how strongly original you are.
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Men.

It's award time.

Each week
awards will be given to deserving
individuals. The PERRY COMO
LETTER SONG Award goes to
Mark Johnson for last week's
VOICE layout. The IF YOU
THOUGHT YOU HAD IT BAD
BEFORE Award goes to Dave
Davies for his letter in last issue.
The OHIO RAMPANT CRETIN-ISAward goes to that professor
who said the students were ungrateful because they expected
cultural events to hold their attention. The MIKE FINLEY COWER
IN A CORNER AND WAIT FOR
THEM TO COME Award to me.
M

INSTANT-MATI-

MORE ON

OPEN HOUSE POLICY
(Continued from Page 1)

all students be encouraged to par-

ticipate.

2. We recognize that in the
structuring of open houses, as in
many other areas of campus regulations, there must be honest appraisal of the students' need for
freedom of decision as a part of
the maturing process. Against this
need for individual choice, we
also feel there must be measured
two other factors: (1) the effect doors.
upon the entire community of the
existence or lack of certain boun(b)

The privilege of "closed
daries or standards; (2) the re- doors" shall not be extended to
cognition that not all students are freshman halls.
as ready for making mature decisions in the area of social re(c) The maximum number of
sponsibility as others may be.
open houses to be held in any one
residence hall or section shall be'
3. We also recognize that regu- limited
to four per month.
lations in the area of social program must depend for effective en(d) Guests must vacate rooms
forcement upon the assuming of and corridors by 12:00 midnight;
responsibility by the students.
the open house may continue, in
the lounges only, until 1 :00 a.m.
4. Some of us expressed reser-

vations concerning students' will(e) All open houses are to be
ingness to accept responsibility be; registered in advance
in the Office
cause of our past disappointments of the Dean of Women.
in such areas as (1) operation of
the Honor Code; (2) implemen(f) At all upper-clas- s
open
tation of "gentlemen's agree- houses the Senior Resident or secments"; (3) Bookstore pilferage. tion officer appointed by the SenWe are willing, however, to predi- ior Resident shall be present and
cate our recommendations on the accept the responsibility for the
expectation that increased freedom conduct of the open house accord
will be matched by increasing re- ing to the standards set in this
sponsibility and concern for the policy.
of
rights, privacy, and
(c) At all freshman open houses
others.
at least four of the resident staff
With these considerations in must be present and accept respon
mind, therefore, we make the fol- sibility for the conduct of the
open
lowing recommendations:
house according to the standards
set in this policy.
1. That the definition of the
well-bein- g

"open house" is understood to
(h) Chaperones are not requir
mean a group social event with the ed at open houses;
guests may be
following qualifications:
invited.
(a) "Closed doors" shall be a
2. That any violation of the
privilege exercised as a matter of terms of the open-hous- e
policy may
individual choice and acceptance result suspension of the privilege
in
of responsibility wherever a two- - of open
houses for that section or
residence hall.

BANKING HERE!

C

That's our quick, lazy-a- s a lounge chair
DRIVE-Iteller window service! You drive
in; bank right from your car seat; and drive
out . . . quick, quick, quick! Best way to bank
--

--

en route to work, school, shopping
ever you're going. Try it!
DRIVE-I- N

FIND FLOWERS

--

N

. . .

wher-

for
THE FORMAL

MEMBER

FDIC

Efoostef

Doris B. Coster, Chrm.
Gordon Collins
Leroy Haynes

Virginia Hunt

at
The 7ayne County National Bank

3. That this policy be limited to
the academic year 1968-69- ;
at the
end of this year this Committee offers to attempt an evaluation of
the policy.

Respectfully submitted,

BANK HERE!

WOOSTER, OHIO

thirds majority of the residents of
an upper-clas- s
section or hall have
voted in secret ballot to include the
closed door privilege at open
houses held in that section or hall.
Each voting unit shall have the
option of a single balloting for the
entire year, or may have a second
balloting at the beginning of the
second semester, and may opt to
have certain open houses with
closed doors and others with open

Howard King

f loral

Steve Bone
Dietra Delaplane
Nancy Oechsle
Kathy Patterson
Josh Stroup
Tim Williams
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LETTERS,

were talking of black unity and

many white students were saying,
"Integration is the way
"It was called a confrontation,
and I expected it to be emotion-chargeI expected to have my
ideas challenged by blacks, whites,
racists, leftists, and apathetics. One
apathetic challenged me."
It was a distinct let down, per
haps because more than 90 percent
d.

AN EXAMPLE

OF THE CAUSAL NEXUS

To the Editor:
I would like to reply, in concert with Mark Mc- folloch. to Don Crocker's letter of Nov. 1. That
letter was sadly permeated with at least three misconceptions: that U.S. atrocities in Vietnam are
justifiable, that the resistance in South Vietnam is
the product of Northern "aggression", and that it
is in the best interest of both Vietnam and the USA
for us to kill for peace.
Mr. Crocker told us a brutal story of Viet Cong
torture and then used it to justify our use of napalm.
I recommend to those who feel that atrocities are
unique to the Viet Cong that they read such publications as "American Atrocities in Vietnam" a
reprint from the February 1966 LIBERATION mag-azinand In the Name of America, edited by Seymour Melman; or that they talk to the veterans of
the Vietnamese war. There can be no doubt that
both belligerents stand condemned of atrocities.
Thus to say that Viet Cong atrocities justify U.S.
atrocities is to use a faulty and horrible logic. There
can be no justification for either our use of napalm
or torture.
Mr. Crocker's letter exhibited an excellent ex
ample of the false assumption that Prof. Hans Mor- genthau calls the "casual nexus"; that is, that the
only reason there is trouble in the South is because
of the policies of the North, and that if this re-lationship could be broken then there wouldn't be
any more trouble. This assumption proves its own
invalidity upon examination. For in a guerilla
war such as we find in Vietnam the resistance can
only exist because of the support of the people.
e)

Good Food
Pleasant Surroundings
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Thus had the South Vietnamese peasantry believed
the Viet Cong to be the aggressor, the war would
auicklv have been quelled, but the war continues.
The hard fact is that the war wearied peasantry
see the Viet Cong as a liberating force in the face
of the tall white oppressors. Thus the resistanse
of the will of the people;
in the South
is a product
. .
. .1
1
I
.1
C
.1
iea oy inand indeed the resistance in tne oouin is 1J
digenous South Vietnamese.
Mr. Crocker posits that if we would pull the pro
verbial hair out of our eyes then we would see that
there is a good reason for U.S. participation in the
Vietnamese civil war. Thus in order to halt "Ho
Chi Minh and company" we must kill for Viet
namese peace. But I recoil in horror at this thought;
surely we can see that after more than 10 years of
U.S. participation: Vietnam is not safe for the godsend of American democracy, and that that goal is
now farther from sight than ever. Apparently Mr
Crocker feels that he can in all good consciense par
ticipate in the American genocide of Vietnam.
Not I ; I cannot allow myself to help to carry
act;
out such an inhumane and
affirm
I feel that my time would be better spent in
ing the sancity of human life. So then,, while Mr.
Crocker is notching his rifle butt with the gruesome
tajy of his victims, I hope to be working to preserve
jfe
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It is up to the young people to
beware and correct the mistakes of
the old. But, indeed, the mental
stimulation and excitement initiated by Mr. Gregory are beyond
words. His message is one that no
one dare cast aside.
This article was drawn from the
written reactions of Laurie tar-meBeatrice Greene, Elaine Prit-char"We live our lives in separate
Tanya Stewart and Jim
communities. We talk about each Stump.
other. We get images and stero- tvpes but nobody communicates
so nobody tells us we're wrong,"
When You
said one Wooster conferee.

"How can you vote us 80 per
cent open housing?" asked Greg
ory. "We re not 80 percent people.
What do I do with my other 20
percent? When you send a black
to Vietnam do you only send 80
percent of him. GIVE us our
rights? Who do you think you are,
Santa Claus?"

n,

d,

Think of

I was suspicious of the attempts
to undertake the problems of white
11
1
11
T
racism, l was especially appaiiea

Travel

that whites persisted in using the
term colored rather than black or
The discussions
bogged
down in local and
were so
antiquated issues that I discovered
little of relevance to November,

Afro-America-

Think of

n.

1968.

The conference did, however,
have a high point. This was Dick
Gregory's speech. It seemed that
Mr. Gregory covered the entire
gamut of relevancy, from his per
sonal travel experiences through
the politics of this Presidentia,
election year. Throughout, Gregory's; anti-walews were argued with irresistable
ogic. And his words were touched
with a humor that sometimes
clouded the real import of whal
tie was saying. Perhaps, the mos
anti-establishme-

r,

nt

Wooster
Automobile Club
200 W. Liberty St.
Wooster
Phone

264-989-

9

Indeed there is something to fight for Mr. Crocker
the sanctity of life; and this is the very reason
that I say Hell No, I Won't Go!
Bob Bonthius
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Even if you

KEENEY'S CAFETERIA

201 E. Liberty St.
Wooster, Ohio

can't drink,

FREE

order a frosty glass

Photo Album with Each

and draw pictures

Roll of Color Prints

on the side

Developed and Printed

SPEND SPRING

VACATION IN
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of us were whites theorizing and undamental message was that it
is the young people of this nation
ng well, I once saw . . .
But there were things to save, to who are going to determine what
direction we go.
hink about:
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For Further Information
See
Dr. Craig of the

Speech Department
or

The

Wonderful World
of

Call:

FLAIR TRAVEL
CONSULTANTS
346

EAST BOWMAN

264-650- 5
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BOLD and BUCKLED An updated classic in

Bates tradition, featuring imported Scottish Angut
Aniline Veal upper leather. This handsome wing
tipped monk oxford will be a welcome addition to
your shoe wardrobe. Treat yourself today to a pair

STREET

AMSTER
OPPOSITE THE FAIRGROUNDS

the

SHOES

The Finest in Men's Shoe Fashions

